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 PolyBoard is a set of specialized maps for the newest version of the board. These maps were made specifically for 3.0.3 and
3.0.4. I made this map so if you want to make your own maps, these are the ones you should be using. It has been a while since I

last updated the PolyBoard Maps wiki. Many maps have been developed and many tweaks have been made to the maps
available. Some new maps are currently in development. The first ever North American map from the Monkey for PolyBoard,
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NaturalPoly, is now available. The PolyBoard Wiki team is working hard to provide quality maps for everyone. Last week, the
Hydro, Meadow, and Woodland maps were developed. Currently, the full set of maps is available for download. Once you have

downloaded the maps, you may either view them in a Map Folder or you can install them directly into the main board for
viewing. In order to install a map in the main board, you must have the following installed: PolyBoard Forum v3.0.4 – The
original release of PolyBoard was only compatible with v3.0.2. We have now released v3.0.3, which includes all of the new

features and is also compatible with v3.0.4. However, since v3.0.4 is still a development version, we do not recommend that you
install it on your main board. The next stable release of PolyBoard (v3.0.5) will be compatible with v3.0.4. Therefore, if you
have v3.0.2 or v3.0.3 on your main board, you do not need to update to v3.0.4. However, if you currently have v3.0.4 on your

main board and you want to update to v3.0.5, you will need to uninstall v3.0.4 and install v3.0.5 first. PolyBoard Forums v3.0.4
– A set of New Maps for PolyBoard. These maps are currently only compatible with v3.0.4. We are currently working on

releasing a set of maps for the newest version of PolyBoard. Once they are released, you may download them from the Map
folder and install them in the main board. For now, we have only released Meadow, Woodland, and Meadow S.P. maps. Help us

to continue developing PolyBoard 82157476af
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